
THE FREEDOM
OF YOUR OWN
SUCCESS



In VIVRI we have created a unique Opportunity in which you can get involved 
as much as your time and lifestyle allows you.
Feel the freedom to grow at your own pace.COMMITMENT



The freedom to grow 
at your own pace
The VIVRI unique Opportunity begins with 
the VIVRI Challenge. 
As a Leader In VIVRI, you invite others to 
join a Challenge, so the cycle repeats and 
duplicates.

10 REASONS
TO BE A LIV
LEADER IN VIVRI

1. Earn by helping others achieve 
the best version of themselves.

2. Challenge yourself to try 
something new.

3. Enjoy life your way.

4. Directly enjoy the results of  
your effort.

5. Create your own team.

6. Unleash your inner entrepreneur.

7. Enjoy the experience of having 
products that people love.

8. Be part of a community 
committed to people’s health 
and nutrition.

9. Discover the possibilities of 
being an inspiration to others.

10. Live your ideal lifestyle.



VIVRI® & Me “In today’s world you have a sea 
of possibilities at your fingertips. 
No matter who you are or where 
you live, you are one click away 
from your next conquest.”

VIVRI & Me allows you to receive a stream of income derived from the biweekly volume 
generated by your team of active LIVs, on up to 9 Levels of your organization!
As your team grows in sales and you advance Rank, you will start earning generous bonus 
percentages in more Levels. Starting with 10% in your First Level, and continuing with 5% 
in each of the following Levels, from the 2nd to the 9th.
In addition, our plan offers Dynamic Compression Generational Royalties, Lifestyle 
Rewards and more. 
Please refer to the Compensation Plan in your Virtual Office for the minimum 
requirements to advance in rank and the corresponding levels of earnings.

TEAM BONUSES

VIVRI distributes 12% of its Worldwide Commissionable Sales Volume (measured in 
Business Value) via three Global Pools: Power Teams (2%), Lifestyle Bonuses (5%) and 
Diamond Heart Pool (5%). Qualify to win bonuses for trips, cars, cash and more.

VIVRI® LIFESTYLE

The VIVRI Challenge is the cornerstone of VIVRI & Me, and your best way to gain new 
Customers and LIVs. Each time you sell a Challenge or any of the Essential Nutrition 
System (ENS) products, you earn a profit or “mark-up” of over 37% resulting from the 
difference between the retail price and the LIV price (please review the current price 
list to understand the specific profit margin of each product). Increase your profits by 
taking advantage of exciting bonuses that are published monthly by VIVRI as additional 
incentives to motivate you and your team to earn more, and leverage the advantage of 
having your very own Online Store.

VIVRI® CHALLENGE

You can order products with this tool in your BO. Every month you will have a reminder 
to reorder your favorite VIVRI products. 

- Daniel Chavez Saul 
Founder & CEO 

VIVRI®

FAVORITE ORDER*

is the plan that lets you earn 
by helping people achieve the 
best version of themselves.

KEY CONCEPTS

Upon Activation, the new LIV will have the one-time opportunity to purchase one 
of the Promotional Kits, which include Essential Nutrition Systems (ENS), a 2-year 
subscription to the VIVRI Maker App, and other products, all with an additional discount. 
This is an opportunity to earn a higher Retail profit when they sell these products (sale 
at Customer price – sale at LIV price). These Kits do not generate Business Value 
Points, which creates an incentive for the upline to support and train newly activated 
LIVs as they develop their initial customers.

PROMOTIONAL KITS*

As its name implies, this bonus has been created to incentivize existing LIVs to train new 
ones to develop clients through retail sales.
Once a LIV activates in your Level 1, you will receive this bonus when you have trained 
the LIV to find clients and when the LIV has satisfactorily reported Retail Sales 
corresponding to a Promotional Kit.
The Sponsoring LIV and corresponding uplines (5 Levels) will be entered for a Retail 
Sales Training Bonus when the new LIV reports the sale and/or consumption of these 
Kits by registering the end customer in the new LIV’s Back-Office. This will be recorded 
in the Client Book.
In addition, the new LIV will earn points for one of the following events: VIVRI Explore, 
VIVRI Top Performers USA, VIVRI World or VIVRI Cruise (whatever the LIV chooses), 
depending on their Promotional Package. Points can only be used for one trip and 
expire 12 months after their activation as LIV. (These points are activated when the LIV 
reports their sales satisfactorily).
*In accordance with the Terms and Conditions of the VIVRI® & Me Compensation Plan. Subject to 
change without prior notice.

RETAIL SALES TRAINING BONUS (RSTB)*



“Mastery in life is achieved when 
practice and perseverance are 
sustained with passion; it is then 
that the real skill of a leader 
emerges.”

- Daniel Chavez Saul 
Founder & CEO 

VIVRI®



Option A: Inviting people to the VIVRI 
Challenge.
The first step is to invite your friends and family 
to experience the VIVRI Challenge.

Option B: Inviting Leaders to your team.
After experiencing the Challenge, some of 
your guests will want to learn about the VIVRI 
opportunity.

Option C: Leveraging Monthly Bonuses.
VIVRI offers attractive bonuses in cash, luxury 
trips and other incentives. 

Tip: review the monthly bonuses and how you 
can achieve them at www.VIVRI.com/bonuses

Share and be a real testimonial of a healthy 
lifestyle.
A real testimonial of a healthy lifestyle will 
turn you into a very strong magnet. We suggest 
that you: (1) achieve personal results through 
the VIVRI Challenge, (2) constantly share your 
testimony with joy, honesty and passion, and (3) 
learn to explain the VIVRI Essential Nutrition 
System and its benefits. We recommend that in 
addition to sharing your testimony in person, you 
share it via social media sites such as Facebook, 
Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest, YouTube and 
others.*

Establish a strong Customer base. 
An enduring business always has a solid 
Customer base. The follow-up and attention that 
you provide to your Customers is crucial. Every 
time you host a VIVRI Challenge, you have the 
opportunity to turn participants into long-term 
Customers.

Develop a team of committed Leaders.
By working as a team you can multiply 
your results. To strengthen your team, we 
recommend that everyone you invite as a 
LIV, first participates in a VIVRI Challenge 
to personally experience the benefits of the 
VIVRI Essential Nutrition System. This way, 
your leaders will be committed to VIVRI, not 
only because of its unique opportunity but 
also because of the effective healthy lifestyle 
platform it offers.

LAUNCH AS A LIV

SHARE AND INVITE

ACHIEVE YOUR GOALS

• Share your VIVRI Challenge story in social 
media, preferably with photos.*

• Invite your friends and family to a  
VIVRI Challenge, collecting “before” and 
“after” pictures.*

• Activate your Virtual Office and Online Store.
• Activate your Favorite Order to remind you 

of your personal consumption products on a 
monthly basis.

• Write down your contact list and define your 
initial economic goals.

• Familiarize yourself with VIVRI events, 
promotions and leadership tools.

• Like/Follow VIVRI on various social networks 
(Facebook, Twitter, Instagram).

3 STEPS TO  
TAKE OFF

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

YOUR 7-DAY GOALS

• Strengthen your VIVRI testimonial and 
learn to share it with passion in person and 
through social networks.*

• Organize and host 1 to 4 VIVRI Challenges of 
your own (or take guests to VIVRI Challenges 
hosted by others in your city).

• Focus on helping people achieve a positive 
healthy lifestyle and results with the VIVRI 
products they choose to use.

• Expand your contact list to include 
acquaintances in all countries where VIVRI  
is active.

• Learn the benefits of Favorite Order in your 
Back-Office.

• Practice giving the VIVRI Unique Opportunity 
presentation and hosting VIVRI Challenges.

• Master the VIVRI tools including Virtual 
Office, Online Store and mobile applications.

• Reach the next rank in your VIVRI  
leadership career.

• Leverage social media to promote yourself.

YOUR 30-DAY GOALS

YOUR 90-DAY GOALS

• Create a work plan rich in VIVRI Challenges, 
VIVRI opportunity  presentations and 
trainings.

• Help LIVs on your team to develop their own 
work plans; mentor and support them to 
ensure they meet their own 7, 30 and 90-day 
goals.

• Reach the next Rank in your VIVRI  
leadership career.

• Use the full potential of social networks.

* Please consult the Advertising and Communication 
Policies in the documents section of your Back-Office.

http://www.VIVRI.com/bonuses


Millions of people communicate daily through social media, and the number
keeps growing!
Stay connected, share and help others achieve the best version of themselves.

CURRENT LANGUAGE



Facebook is one of most 
popular social networks in 
the world. Having millions 
of users connected through 
it, it’s especially useful in 

sharing resources, information and 
experiences with acquaintances, friends 
and family, as well as helping you meet 
new people. Thanks to its constant 
updates you can instantly observe the 
different actions, decisions and activities 
that your contacts are doing. Additionally, 
Facebook allows you to boost your 
VIVRI Opportunity using your Page as 
a publicity channel to create and share 
content that your audience is interested 
in.
Visit and like us in:
www.facebook.com/myVIVRI

YouTube lets you watch, 
publish and share videos 
straight from your phone 
or computer. With a digital 
library of millions of videos, 

and an even greater number of visitors, 
it’s the most popular site of its kind.
Visit, like and subscribe to our YouTube 
channel in:
www.youtube.com/myVIVRI

Twitter allows users to 
publish mini messages of up 
to 280 characters, known as 
tweets, which can be seen 
on a user’s page and their 

followers’ frontpage. The big success of 
this cybernetic gossip magazine lies on 
the power to know the very latest on the 
web.
Visit and follow us in: 
www.twitter.com/myVIVRI

Instagram is an App that 
allows you take videos or 
photos and add special filters 
to share them with your 
followers.

 
Visit and follow us in:
www.instagram.com/myVIVRI

SOCIAL NETWORKS THAT YOU CAN USE

1) Sharing,
commenting or “liking” 
VIVRI generated content. 
It is very important to 
drive “engagement” with 
each of the different 
social networks on which 
we have a presence. So 
when you like a post from 
our VIVRI Facebook page, 
go ahead and “share it” 
in your timeline. Feel free 
to do the same with our 
other sites.

2) Share 
content generated by 
your own experience, 
either through a 
comment about how 
you feel as a result of 
the products, through 
a health-related article 
that you find interesting, 
or by posting a picture 
that captures a special 
moment, etc.

3) Commenting, 
or “liking” content 
generated by other LIVs 
who are on your team 
or other VIVRI Leaders 
that you have added as 
friends or that you follow 
on social media.

FUEL YOUR SOCIAL NETWORKS
THESE 3 WAYS

like share

DISCOVER 
AND USE 

SOCIAL 
NETWORKS

http://www.facebook.com/myVIVRI
http://www.youtube.com/myVIVRI
http://www.twitter.com/myVIVRI
http://www.instagram.com/myVIVRI


WhatsApp is an instant message platform for smartphones that allows 
you send text messages, audio, photos and videos, as well as voice and 
video calls. Users can also create and share their own groups to share 
information.

Pinterest is a social network that allows users to create and post 
collections on what is known as boards. On them you can organize 
images of your hobbies, interests, and events. Users can navigate to other 
pinboards and pin them to their own.
Visit and follow us in:

www.pinterest.com/myVIVRI

We are sure that this information will be very useful for your VIVRI opportunity. 
Remember that it is extremely important to discuss, share and “like” as many 
publications as possible to generate more “engagement” and to promote yourself. 
To learn more about social media sites and how to use them, you can go to  
www.google.com and type in questions you may have in the search bar; there is a 
myriad of information online and it is up to you to learn as much as you want.

#myVIVRI  #vivri  #vivrilifestyle  #health  #vivrichallenge  #shakeme  #powerme  
#cleanseme  #loveLIVing

TRY USING ONE OF THE FOLLOWING HASHTAGS 
IN YOUR POSTS:

WordPress allows you to create your own blog to periodically publish 
content like articles, news and opinions which are presented in 
chronological order and can be organized by themes and categories.

http://www.pinterest.com/myVIVRI
http://www.google.com


WITH VIVRI YOU HAVE ACCESS 
TO 5 MEGA-INDUSTRIES

FIVE MEGA-INDUSTRIES THAT 
PEOPLE LOVE AND SEEK



ANSWERING YOUR QUESTIONS



and Lifestyle Bonuses based on the 
VIVRI & Me Compensation Plan, 
based on their own Rank, Personal 
Volume, and Team Volume.

How can I activate a new LIV on my 
team?
Just have them fill out an 
Independent Distribution Agreement, 
which as a Sponsor, you may find in 
your Back-Office or directly in any 
of our offices. The new LIV must 
acquire a LIV Activation, which does 
not generate a direct bonifications to 
you as a LIV Sponsor.

What is Business Value (BV)?
The Business Value or BV is the VIVRI 
“currency” that allows us to provide 
equivalent incentives and rewards 
in multiple countries. Each product 
has a specific BV (which is included 
in the price list). All bonuses are paid 
based on the Business Value you 
accumulate personally and via your 
VIVRI team. In addition, the minimum 
qualification requirements and 
monthly bonuses are expressed in 
Business Value.

What are “Ranks”?
The VIVRI Opportunity offers multiple 
Leadership Ranks. To reach each 
rank and earn its benefits, you must 
meet the requirements established 
by VIVRI & Me Compensation Plan.

What are the qualification Periods?
Each month is divided into two bi-
weekly pay Periods. The first Period 
of each month begins on the 1st of 
the month and ends on the 15th day 
of the month. The second period 
begins on the 16th day of the month 
and ends on the last day of the 
month.

When will I receive my bonification 
check?
At VIVRI we have a dynamic system 
that pays commissions every Period 
(two weeks) that you qualify. Checks 
are normally issued between 5 
to 10 days after the Period has 
closed. To be issued a check for 
bonifications, you must have earned 
above the minimum required amount 
($10 USD). If you do not meet the 
minimum required amount within a 
given Period, you will not lose your 
bonification, it will only be held, and 
will be paid to you once you have met 
the minimum required amount within 
any of the following Periods.
Additionally, we have weekly 
payments that you can consult in the 
VIVRI & Me Compensation Plan.
*Visit www.VIVRI.com/bonuses to 
find out the current eligible bonuses.

How do I know what Bonuses are 
offered each month?
At VIVRI we want to create a 
community of people committed to 

their health and the well-being of 
others, so every month we publish 
attractive bonuses at  
www.VIVRI.com/bonuses
We recommend that you visit it 
every period so you can see and 
share them with your community. 
Additionally, we will send you an 
e-mail with each month’s bonuses 
and criteria for qualification. You will 
receive this e-mail during the first 
days of each month.

What is a LIV?
A LIV is a Leader In VIVRI, a person 
that enters an agreement with VIVRI 
to help others achieve the best 
version of themselves. LIVs do this 
by sharing the VIVRI Challenge / 
Essential Nutrition System (ENS) 
and in return it generates direct 
earnings from all sales to Customers 
in person or via their Online Store, in 
addition to receiving Cash Bonuses 

FAQs

http://www.VIVRI.com/bonuses
http://www.VIVRI.com/bonuses


Is my Leader number the same in 
all countries where VIVRI operates?
Yes, your LIV number is unique and 
valid (along with your Online Store) 
in any of the countries in which 
VIVRI has a presence. This applies 
to product purchases as well as 
activation of other LIVs.

What is my Back-Office and how do 
I retrieve my password?
1) Sign in to www.VIVRI.com/app
2) Click “You forgot your password?” 
You will then receive your password 
by email to the address you  
registered with.

How I can sell VIVRI products 
online?
As a LIV you have your very own 
Online Store which allows you to 
send products all over Mexico, USA, 
Panama, Puerto Rico, Colombia, 
Peru, Costa Rica or any country 
where VIVRI has presence.
You may take advantage of this 
amazing opportunity that gives you 
virtually unlimited product inventory 
on consignment. VIVRI takes care of 
inventory, billing and shipping. Simply 
share your Online Store link with 
friends, family and acquaintances via 
email or Facebook.
Your link starts with www.VIVRI.com, 
followed by a forward slash and the 
name you selected upon registration.
Example: 
www.VIVRI.com/JenniferJones. 
We recommend that you personalize 
your link with your First and Last 
name so that your Customers will 
easily remember and recognize it.

Where can I get more product 
information?
Your Back-Office contains detailed 
information on each product, check 
your documents section.

Can I sell the products below the 
list price?
To ensure fair treatment for the 
entire VIVRI community, all LIVs 
must respect the set prices. This 

is extremely important and anyone 
who fails to oblige will be subject to 
having their Independent Distribution 
Agreement cancelled.

What is the expected shipping 
timetable for the products?
If you are not able to pick up your 
products directly from one of our 
distribution centers, we can have 
them shipped to you via express mail. 
Usually, you can expect to receive 
your order within 3 to 6 days in all 
countries where VIVRI is active.

Does VIVRI offer free shipping?
We offer Free Shipping promotions 
month by month. Talk to your LIV or 
call our Contact Center to know the 
current one.

Can I open my own retail location to 
sell VIVRI products?
In VIVRI you have the option to 
qualify to open a LIV Independent 
Delivery Center (IDC) where you can 
offer VIVRI products. The LIVs or 
customers can purchase through 
Internet at our front desk  
and/or pick up purchases they have 
made online.
*If you have any question, please 
contact our Contact Center. Find out 
our numbers at VIVRI.com 
You can always talk to your closest 
LIV or whoever shares VIVRI with you 
for more information.

Can I publish my testimonial?
Yes, you can post your testimonial. 
For more information please refer to 
the Communications and Advertising 
Policies in the documents section of 
your Back-Office. 

http://www.VIVRI.com/app
http://with www.VIVRI.com
http://vivri.com


How do I submit my testimonial to 
VIVRI?
Visit www.VIVRICHALLENGE.com 
and tell us your experience!

If I have not made any purchases 
for a while, am I still active?
We hope you are reading this solely 
for general knowledge and that 
you always, always, stay active 
to continue receiving your VIVRI 
Essential Nutrition constantly and be 
a role model for your family, friends 
and the Leaders in your team.
Remember that you need to make 
at least one sale every twelve 

months. In the rare event that you 
do not comply with the requirement 
previously stated, you will need to 
activate yourself as LIV again as 
the system will unsubscribe you 
automatically.

*The image of the cell phone is for illustrative purposes only. It is not included.

U.S.A.
469 317 0868

Mexico
33 3621 1563

Colombia
01 800 519 0135

Panama
507 833 6180

Peru
(511) 706-0995
(518) 007-6778

Puerto Rico
+1 787-417-8121

Costa Rica
+506 8000 5240 16 

e-mail: hello@VIVRI.com

LIV Contact Center

http://www.VIVRICHALLENGE.com
mailto:hola%40VIVRI.com?subject=


This material is for exclusive use in the US and Puerto Rico. This material has been designed for use of VIVRI® distributors in the countries where
the Company operates; who must know the correct ways of using the product as well as local laws.

VIVRI products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

Your success depends on your own effort, motivation, commitment and follow-through. VIVRI does not guarantee that you will attain a
particular result, and you accept and understand that results differ for each individual.

www.VIVRI.com hello@VIVRI.com/myVIVRI


